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Note: Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Vermont and West Virginia have “Permitless Carry.” Anyone who can legally possess a firearm may carry concealed in these states without a Permit/License. Check each states page for more information and any restrictions that may apply.

North Dakota and Wyoming have “Permitless Carry” for their Residents only.

Permits/Licenses This State Honors Listed Below

The State of South Dakota recognizes any valid concealed pistol permit issued to a nonresident of South Dakota according to the terms of its issuance in the state of its issue. § 23-7-7.4 The South Dakota Secretary of State states it "Here" also.

South Dakota Honors Non-Resident Permits/Licenses From the States They Honor.

Reciprocity/How This State Honors Other States Permit/Licenses

§ 23-7-7.4. - Nonresident permit to carry concealed pistol valid in South Dakota—

Permit not required. Any valid permit to carry a concealed pistol, issued to a nonresident of South Dakota, is valid in South Dakota according to the terms of its issuance in the state of its issue, but only to the extent that the terms of issuance comply with any appropriate South Dakota statute or promulgated rule. This section does not require a nonresident of this state who may lawfully possess a pistol to have a permit in order to carry a concealed pistol in this state.
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**Permitless Carry**

**23-7-7. Permit to Carry Concealed Pistol--Background Investigation--Carrying Pistol Without Permit Not Prohibited.**

A permit to carry a concealed pistol shall be issued to any person by the sheriff of the county in which the applicant resides. The issuance of a permit to carry a concealed pistol under this chapter, or the recognition of nonresident permits to carry a concealed pistol under § 23-7-7.4, does not impose a general prohibition on the carry of a pistol without a permit.  

SL 2019, ch 113, § 6

**§ 23-7-7.4. Nonresident Permit to Carry Concealed Pistol Valid in South Dakota--Permit Not Required.**

Any valid permit to carry a concealed pistol, issued to a nonresident of South Dakota, is valid in South Dakota according to the terms of its issuance in the state of its issue, but only to the extent that the terms of issuance comply with any appropriate South Dakota statute or promulgated rule. This section does not require a nonresident of this state who may lawfully possess a pistol to have a permit in order to carry a concealed pistol in this state.  


**How to Apply for a Permit**

**Note:** Even though South Dakota is a Permitless Carry State they still issues permits to carry especially due to reciprocity for their permit holders. More information can be found [Here](#).

**Permit to Carry a Concealed Pistol**

A new or renewed Permit to Carry a Concealed Pistol may be obtained from the sheriff of the county which the applicant is a resident (SDCL 23-7-7).

**Duration of permit and fees**

Three types of permits are available in South Dakota - a regular permit, a gold card permit and an enhanced permit. All three permits are valid for five years. The enhanced permit is only valid when is it carried with a government issued form of identification that includes a picture of the permit holder (SDCL 23-7-8.2, SDCL 23-7-55).

The fee for the regular permit is $10.00 (SDCL 23-7-8.2). The fee for the gold card permit is $70 (SDCL 23-7-60). The fee for the enhanced permit is $100 (SDCL 23-7-53).

The holder of the enhanced permit may renew the permit through the sheriff of the county where the holder resides for a period beginning ninety days before the permit expires and ending thirty days after expiration of the permit, if the holder pays the fifty dollar renewal fee and passes a National Instant Criminal Background Check. If the holder of the enhanced permit to carry a concealed pistol does not renew the permit within thirty days of expiration of the permit, the holder must reapply for an enhanced permit to carry a concealed pistol as outlined in SDCL 23-7-53 (SDCL 23-7-56). The holder of a gold card permit may renew the permit within 90 days of expiration (SDCL 23-7-62), and a holder of a regular permit may renew 90 days prior to expiration (23-7-8.11).

**For a list of Enhanced Concealed Pistol Use of Force Instructors Go [Here](#)**

**Applicant Requirements**

For both regular and enhanced permits the applicant must meet the following requirements:
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- Is eighteen years of age or older;
- Has never pled guilty or nolo contendere or been convicted of a felony or a crime of violence, as defined in is defined in SDCL 22-1-2 (9);
- Is not habitually in an intoxicated or drugged condition;
- Has no history of violence;
- Has not been found in the previous ten years to be a "danger to others" or a "danger to self" as defined in SDCL 27A-1-1 or is not currently adjudged mentally incompetent;
- Has physically resided in and is a resident of the county where the application is being made for at least thirty days immediately preceding the date of the application;
- Has no pending charges or previous violations of chapter 23-7, firearms control, 22-14, unlawful use of weapons, or 22-42, controlled substances; and marijuana, that constitute a felony or misdemeanor in the five years preceding the date of application.
- Is a citizen or legal resident of the United States; and
- Is not a fugitive from justice.
- Is not otherwise prohibited by state law, 18 U.S.C. § 922(g) as amended to October 26, 2005, or 18 U.S.C. § 922(n) as amended to October 26, 2005, from receiving, possessing or transporting a firearm, and passes a National Instant Criminal Background Check.

Note: March 2018: South Dakota passed HB 1083 which changed the requirements to obtain an Enhanced Permit to 21 Years of Age. Those 18 can still get a Regular permit and the state will now issue a “Restricted Enhanced” to those 18-20. Those 18-20 with an Existing Enhanced Permit will be reissued at no cost a Restricted Enhanced. Inside South Dakota there will be no difference in how the Restricted Enhanced and Enhanced are recognized. Handgunlaw.us believes this was done to allow more states to honor the South Dakota Enhanced Permit. To accomplish this they had to have a permit by a different name for those under 21. Check with the South Dakota Sec. of States Website for more information.

In Addition to the Above Requirements, the Enhanced Permit Also Requires the Following:
- A copy of the applicant's fingerprints for submission to the FBI, and any governmental agency or entity authorized to receive such information, for a state, national, and international criminal history background check;
- An authorization to run such fingerprint background check;
- A separate payment for the cost of processing the fingerprint background check;
- Proof the applicant has successfully completed a qualifying handgun course as defined in SDCL23-7-58 within the preceding twelve months or proof that the applicant is a current or former South Dakota law enforcement officer.

The sheriff shall forward the copy of the applicant's fingerprints, along with the applicant's authorization and payment to DCI for processing (SDCL 23-7-53).

Enhanced Renewal

23-7-56. Enhanced permit to carry concealed pistol--Renewal.

A person who holds an enhanced permit to carry a concealed pistol may renew the permit through the sheriff of the county in which the person resides. The period for renewal begins one-hundred eighty days before the permit expires and ends thirty days after the permit expires.

In order to renew an enhanced permit a person shall:

(1) Pay a renewal fee in the amount of fifty dollars;
(2) Pay the fee for a fingerprint background check;
(3) Pass a fingerprint background check and a National Instant Criminal Background Check; and
(4) Present proof that during the period of renewal set forth in this section, the person:
   (a) Successfully completed the live fire component of a qualifying handgun course defined in § 23-7-58;
   (b) Received instruction regarding the use of force standards; and
   (c) Received instruction regarding relevant criminal statutory changes.

If the holder of the enhanced permit to carry a concealed pistol does not renew the permit within thirty (30) days of expiration of the permit, the holder must reapply for an enhanced permit to carry a concealed pistol as outlined in SDCL 23-7-53 (SDCL 23-7-56).

**Temporary Application**

The applicant for a regular or enhanced permit shall complete the Application for a Temporary Permit to Carry a Concealed Pistol form. The information required for the permit includes: the applicant's complete name, address, occupation, place and date of birth, physical description, a statement that the applicant has never pled guilty or nolo contendere or been convicted of a felony or crime of violence, a sworn statement that the information on the application is true and correct, and the applicant's signature (SDCL 23-7-8).

Providing false information or false evidence of identity in applying for a permit to carry a concealed pistol is a Class 6 felony punishable by up to two years imprisonment in the state penitentiary or a fine of two thousand dollars, or both.

The sheriff will issue a regular temporary permit within five days from the date of application (SDCL 23-7-7.1). Because of the fingerprint background investigation required for an enhanced permit, the issuance of the enhanced temporary permit may take longer.

Within seven days after the regular or enhanced temporary permit has been issued, the sheriff shall send a copy of the application to the Secretary of State Office, who will issue the official permit within 30 days of the issuance of the temporary permit (SDCL 23-7-8).

**Non-Resident Permits**

**Note:** South Dakota does not issue Non-Resident Permit/Licenses except as described below.

§ 23-7-7.5. Active duty military personnel and spouses. Any person who is active duty military, or the spouse of a person who is active duty military, with a home of record in South Dakota is considered to have met the provisions of subdivision 23-7-7.1(6). **Source:** SL 2015, ch 136, § 1.

**Note:** Active Military and their spouse living out of state with their home of record in South Dakota can apply for a South Dakota Permit to Carry.

**Places Off-Limits Even With a Permit/License**

- Any licensed on-sale malt beverage or alcoholic beverage establishment that derives over one-half of its total income from the sale of malt or alcoholic beverages § 23-7-70.
- Public Elementary or Secondary Public School Premises or Vehicle § 13-32-7.
- Courthouses § 22-14-22. County courthouse defined. For the purposes of §§ 22-14-23 to 22-14-28, inclusive, the term, county courthouse, means any building occupied for the public sessions of a
circuit court, with its various offices. The term includes any building appended to or used as a supplementary structure to a county courthouse. Source: SL 1993, ch 173, § 1; SL 2005, ch 120, § 261. 2019

22-14-23. Possession in county courthouse or state capitol--Misdemeanor

Except as provided in § 22-14-24, any person who knowingly possesses or causes to be present any firearm or other dangerous weapon, in any county courthouse or in the state capitol, or attempts to do so, is guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor.

22-14-24. Exceptions to Penalty for Possession In a County Courthouse or State Capitol.

The provisions of § 22-14-23 do not apply to:

5 The possession of a concealed pistol anywhere in the state capitol, other than in the Supreme Court chamber or other access-controlled private office under the supervision of security personnel, by any person not otherwise referenced in this section, provided:

(a) The person possessing the concealed pistol holds an enhanced permit issued in accordance with § 23-7-53;

(b) At least twenty-four hours prior to initially entering the state capitol with a concealed pistol, the person notifies the superintendent of the Division of Highway Patrol, orally or in writing, that the person intends to possess a concealed pistol in the state capitol;

(c) The notification required under this subdivision:

(i) Includes the date on which or the range of dates during which the person intends to possess a concealed pistol in the state capitol, provided the range of dates may not extend beyond December thirty-first of each year; and

(ii) May be renewed, as necessary and without limit;


Any person, other than a law enforcement officer or school sentinel under § 13-64-1, who intentionally carries, possesses, stores, keeps, leaves, places, or puts into the possession of another person, any dangerous weapon, firearm, or air gun, whether or not the firearm or air gun is designed, adapted, used, or intended to be used primarily for imitative or noisemaking purposes, on or in any public elementary or secondary school premises, vehicle, or building, or on or in any premises, vehicle, or building used or leased for public elementary or secondary school functions, whether or not any person is endangered by any action under this section, is guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor. The provisions of this section do not apply to:

1 Use of a starting gun at an athletic event;

2 Any firearm or air gun at a:

(a) Firing range;

(b) Gun show;

(c) Supervised school or session for training in the use of firearms; or

(d) Ceremonial presence of unloaded weapons at color guard ceremonies;

3 Any nonpublic school;

4 Any church or other house of worship; or

5 Any nonpublic school located on the premises of a church or other house of worship.

For Federal Restrictions on Firearms see the USA Page.
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Do “No Gun Signs” Have the Force of Law?

“NO”

“Handgunlaw.us highly recommends that you not enter a place that is posted "No Firearms" no matter what the state laws read/mean on signage. We recommend you print out the No Guns = No Money Cards and give one to the owner of the establishment that has the signage.” As responsible gun owners and upholders of the 2nd Amendment we should also honor the rights of property owners to control their own property even if we disagree with them.”

“No Firearm” signs in South Dakota have no force of law unless they are posted on property that is specifically mentioned in State Law as being off limits to those with a Permit/License to Carry. If you are in a place not specifically mentioned in the law that is posted and they ask you to leave, you must leave. If you refuse to leave then you are breaking the law and can be charged. Even if the property is not posted and you are asked to leave you must leave. Always be aware of the possibility that responding Police Officers who may have been called without your knowledge and may not know the laws on trespass etc. could arrest you even if you are within the law.

Must Inform Officer Immediately on Contact By Law?

“NO”

South Dakota being a permitless carry state does not require a permit to carry for anyone who is 18 years of age or older and can legally possess a firearm. There is nothing in South Dakota Statute/Administrative Rules that requires a carrier to inform an Officer that they are carrying upon official contact by a Law Enforcement Officer but never lie to an Officer on any type of official contact.

Carry In State Parks//WMA/Road Side Rest Areas & St. /Nat. Forests

Carry Allowed in these Areas:

State Parks: YES § 1-26-6.10.
State/National Forests: YES § 1-26-6.10.
State WMA’s: YES § 1-26-6.10.
Road Side Rest Areas: YES § 1-26-6.10.

RV/Car Carry Without a Permit/License

23-7-7. Permit To Carry Concealed Pistol--Background Investigation--Carrying Pistol Without Permit Not Prohibited

….The issuance of a permit to carry a concealed pistol under this chapter, or the recognition of nonresident permits to carry a concealed pistol under § 23-7-7.4, does not impose a general prohibition on the carry of a pistol without a permit.

§ 23-7-7.4. Nonresident Permit to Carry Concealed Pistol Valid in South Dakota--Permit Not Required.
Any valid permit to carry a concealed pistol, issued to a nonresident of South Dakota, is valid in South Dakota according to the terms of its issuance in the state of its issue, but only to the extent that the terms of issuance comply with any appropriate South Dakota statute or promulgated rule. This section does not require a nonresident of this state who may lawfully possess a pistol to have a permit in order to carry a concealed pistol in this state. SL 2019, ch 113, § 9.

Note: Anyone 18 years of age or older who can legally possess a firearm can carry concealed in South Dakota without Permit/License.

Open Carry (Without a Valid Permit/License)

Open Carry is legal. South Dakota is a permitless carry state. Anyone 18 or older who can legally possess a firearm can carry openly or concealed in South Dakota without a permit/license. Places as listed in the “Places Off Limits” above apply to those who open carry.

The state preempts all firearm laws in the state and local authorities can’t have Laws/Ordinances against open carry. Remember that if you enter any property and the owner/responsible person ask you to leave you must leave. Failure to leave can result in Trespass Charges. The Minimum age for Open Carry is 18.

In some states Open Carry is forbidden in places where those with a valid permit/license can carry. This is not the last word on Open Carry in this state. Check at www.opencarry.org or go to Google and type in State Name Open Carry or Open Carry State Name for a search for open carry info in this state. Check with the State's RKBA Organization/s. Also see “Attorney General Opinions/Court Cases” Section for any written opinions/Cases on Open Carry.

State Preemption


No county may pass an ordinance that restricts or prohibits, or imposes any tax, licensure requirement, or licensure fee on the possession, storage, transportation, purchase, sale, transfer, ownership, manufacture, or repair of firearms or ammunition or their components. Any ordinance prohibited by this section is null and void. The attorney general shall send a cease and desist order to any county that passes or enforces an ordinance in violation of this section. If the county fails to comply with the order, the attorney general shall bring an action in the name of the state for injunctive relief against any county that has passed an ordinance in violation of this section. A court shall grant any person charged with a violation of an ordinance prohibited under this section reasonable costs, expenses, and attorney's fees. This section does not apply to any generally applicable zoning ordinance, building regulation, or fire code so long as the ordinance, regulation, or code is not used to circumvent the prohibition under this section. SL 2019, ch 51, § 1.


No township may pass an ordinance that restricts or prohibits, or imposes any tax, licensure requirement, or licensure fee on the possession, storage, transportation, purchase, sale, transfer, ownership, manufacture, or repair of firearms or ammunition or their components. Any ordinance prohibited by this section is null and void. The attorney general shall send a cease and desist order to any township that passes or enforces an ordinance in violation of this section. If the township fails to comply with the order, the attorney general shall bring an action in the name of the state for injunctive relief against any township that has passed an ordinance in violation of this section. A court shall grant any person charged with a violation of an ordinance prohibited under this section reasonable costs, expenses, and attorney's fees. This section does not apply to any generally applicable zoning ordinance, building regulation, or fire code so long as the ordinance, regulation, or code is not used to circumvent the prohibition under this section. SL 2019, ch 51, § 2.
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No municipality may pass an ordinance that restricts or prohibits, or imposes any licensure requirement or licensure fee on the possession, storage, transportation, purchase, sale, transfer, ownership, manufacture, or repair of firearms or ammunition or their components. Any ordinance prohibited by this section is null and void. The attorney general shall send a cease and desist order to any municipality that passes or enforces an ordinance in violation of this section. If the municipality fails to comply with the order, the attorney general shall bring an action in the name of the state for injunctive relief against any municipality that has passed an ordinance in violation of this section. A court shall grant any person charged with a violation of an ordinance prohibited under this section reasonable costs, expenses, and attorney's fees. This section does not apply to any generally applicable zoning ordinance, building regulation, or fire code so long as the ordinance, regulation, or code is not used to circumvent the prohibition under this section. 

SL 2019, ch 51, § 3

§ 1-26-6.10. Restriction of Licensee's Right or Privilege to Carry or Possess Pistol Prohibited.
No state agency may adopt or promulgate any rule that restricts any right or privilege to carry or possess a pistol in contravention to authority being exercised in accordance with being licensed to carry a concealed pistol pursuant to chapter 23-7.


Deadly Force Laws

Title 22: Crimes
Chapter 16 & 18

§ 22-16-30 Excusable homicide--Lawful acts.
§ 22-16-31 Excusable homicide--Heat of passion--Provocation--Sudden combat--Limitations.
§ 22-16-32 Justifiable homicide--Law enforcement officers or at command of officer—Overcoming resistance — Capturing or arresting fleeing felons.
§ 22-16-33 Justifiable homicide--Apprehending felon-- Suppressing riot--Preserving peace.
§ 22-16-34 Justifiable homicide--Resisting attempted murder--Resisting felony on person or in dwelling house.
§ 22-18-3 Lawful force in arrest and delivery of felon.
§ 22-18-4 Justifiable use of force to protect property--Use of deadly force--Duty to retreat.
§ 22-18-5 Reasonable force used by parent, guardian, or teacher in correcting child, pupil, or ward.
§ 22-18-6 Reasonable force used by carrier to expel passenger--Vehicle stopped.

Knife Laws State/Cities

To access State/Local Knife Laws Click “Here”

Carry in Restaurants That Serve Alcohol

YES § 23-7-70

Note: A “YES” above means you can carry into places like described below. “NO” means you can’t. Handgunlaw.us definition of “Restaurant Carry” is carry in a restaurant that serves alcohol. Places like Friday’s or Red Lobster unless posted with “No Gun Signs.” This may or may not mean the bar
or the bar area of a restaurant. But you can carry your firearm into a restaurant that serves alcohol and sit and eat without consuming. Handgunlaw.us recommends you not sit at the Bar or in the Bar area of such restaurants. In some states it is illegal to be in the Bar area of such restaurants. Handgunlaw.us believes you should never consume alcohol when carrying your firearm. In some states it is illegal to take even one drink while carrying a firearm. If you want further info on carrying in places that serve alcohol check your state laws.

### Chemical Sprays/Stun Gun/Higher Capacity Magazine Laws

Handgunlaw.us could find no restrictions in South Dakota Law concerning Chemical Sprays, Stun Guns Or Higher Capacity Magazine Bans.

### LEOSA State Information

- **South Dakota LEOSA Information**
- **AG's Explanation of the Law on Carrying Firearms in Vehicles.**

  See the LEOSA Section on the [USA Page](https://www.handgunlaw.us) at Handgunlaw.us for more LEOSA Information.

### Attorney General Opinions/Court Cases

Previous AG Opinions listed here no longer apply when South Dakota went Permitless Carry. (7/1/19)

### Airport Carry/Misc. Information

- **Airport Carry:** No law found.
- **Training Valid for:** No set time period
- **Time Period to Establish Residency:** 30 Days
- **Minimum Age for Permit/License:** 18
- **Permit/License Info Public Information:** NO
- **State Reciprocity/How They Honor Other States Statute:** § 23-7-7.4.
- **State Firearm Laws:** § 23-7-1 thru § 23-7-46 & § 22-14-1 thru § 22-14-30 & § 13-32-7
- **State Deadly Force Laws:** § 22-16-30 thru § 22-16-33
- **State Knife Laws:** § 22-1-2
- **Chemical/Electric Weapons Laws:** No Law Found.
- **Body Armor Laws:** No laws found.
- **Does Your Permit Cover Other Weapons Besides Firearms?** NO § 23-7-1 & § 23-7-7.
- **State Safe Storage/Access by Minors Statute/s:** No Statute Found
- **Is carrying of a Concealed Firearm with Permit/License for Defensive Purposes Only While Hunting Legal?** YES SD Game, Fish and Parks Hunting Regulations
What Does SD Consider A Loaded Firearm?

§ 41-1-1. Definition of Terms. Terms Used in This Title Mean:

(15) "Loaded firearm," any firearm or other implement capable of discharging a projectile, containing cartridges, shells or projectiles in either the chamber, clip, or magazine;

2019, ch 184, § 1.

State Emergency Powers

§ 34-48A-5. Authority of Governor in Time Of Disaster, Terrorist Attack, or Emergency. In The Event Of Disaster, War, Act of Terrorism as Defined in State Law, or Emergency That is Beyond Local Government Capability, the Governor:

(1) May assume direct operational control over all or any part of the emergency management functions within the state which may affect all or any portion of the state;

(2) May declare an emergency or disaster to exist in the stricken area and employ emergency management to assist local authorities to affect relief and restoration;

(3) May call upon and use any facilities, equipment, other nonmedical supplies, and resources available from any source, other than personal or private funds, in order to carry out the purposes of this chapter by contributing to the expense incurred in providing relief in such amounts as the Governor shall determine. However, nothing in this subdivision may be construed to authorize the taking of firearms, as defined in subdivision 22-1-2(16), without the consent of the owner;

(4) May suspend the provisions of any rules of any state agency, if strict compliance with the provisions of the rule would in any way prevent, hinder, or delay necessary action in managing a disaster, war, act of terrorism, or emergency, including fire, flood, earthquake, severe high and low temperatures, tornado storm, wave action, oil spill, or other water or air contamination, epidemic, blight, drought, infestation, explosion, riot, or hostile military or paramilitary action, which is determined by the Governor to require state or state and federal assistance or actions to supplement the recovery efforts of local governments in alleviating the damage, loss, hardship, or suffering caused thereby;

(5) May control the ingress and egress in a designated disaster or emergency area, the movement of vehicles upon highways within the area, the movement of persons within the area, and the occupancy of premises within the area;

(6) May procure, acquire, store, distribute, and dispense any pharmaceutical agents or medical supplies located within the state as may be reasonable and necessary to respond to the disaster, emergency, or act of terrorism;

(7) May appoint and prescribe the duties of such out-of-state health care providers as may be reasonable and necessary to respond to the disaster, emergency, or act of terrorism;

(8) May provide for the examination and safe disposal of any dead body as may be reasonable and necessary to respond to the disaster, emergency, or act of terrorism; and

(9) May provide for the protection, construction or reconstruction, repair, and maintenance of public or private transportation facilities.

The powers granted to the Governor under this section shall remain in effect for a period of six months and may be restored for one or more successive six-month periods by declaration of the Governor that the conditions permitting such powers persist.
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34-48A-5.1. **Governmental Authority--Disaster--Terrorist Attack--Emergencies--Limitations Related to Firearms and Weapons.**

No state agency, political subdivision, or any elected or appointed official or employee of this state or of a political subdivision may, under any governmental authority or color of law, including any other statutorily authorized responses to disaster, war, acts of terrorism, or emergencies of whatever kind or nature:

1. Prohibit, regulate, or curtail the otherwise lawful possession, carrying, sale, transportation, transfer, defensive use, or other lawful use of any:
   a. Firearm, including any component or accessory;
   b. Ammunition, including any component or accessory;
   c. Ammunition-reloading equipment and supplies; or
   d. Personal weapons other than firearms;

2. Seize, commandeer, or confiscate in any manner, any:
   a. Firearm, including any component or accessory;
   b. Ammunition, including any component or accessory;
   c. Ammunition-reloading equipment and supplies; or
   d. Personal weapons other than firearms;

3. Suspend or revoke a permit to carry a concealed pistol issued pursuant to chapter 23-7, except as expressly authorized in that chapter;

4. Refuse to accept an application for a permit to carry a concealed pistol, provided the application has been properly completed in accordance with chapter 23-7;

5. Close or limit the operating hours of any entity engaged in the lawful selling or servicing of any firearm, including any component or accessory, ammunition, including any component or accessory, ammunition-reloading equipment and supplies, or personal weapons other than firearms, unless the closing or limitation of hours applies equally to all forms of commerce within the jurisdiction;

6. Close or limit the operating hours of any indoor or outdoor shooting range; or

7. Place restrictions or quantity limitations on any entity regarding the lawful sale or servicing of any:
   a. Firearm, including any component or accessory;
   b. Ammunition, including any component or accessory;
   c. Ammunition-reloading equipment and supplies; or
   d. Personal weapons other than firearms.

**Section 3** This Act is repealed on July 1, 2021.

**Section 4.** Whereas, this Act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, an emergency is hereby declared to exist, and this Act shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and approval.

Any person aggrieved by a violation of this section may file an action for damages, injunctive relief, or other appropriate redress in the circuit court having jurisdiction over the county in which the aggrieved person resides or in which the violation occurred.  

*Note:* Federal Law can apply if the state is receiving monetary and/or other assistance from the Federal Government. See [US Code 42-5207](https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/5207) for Federal Law as it applies to States of Emergencies. The state quoted code may also not be all of the law on Emergency Powers held by the state. You should read the entire code on Emergency Powers etc for this state by following the link to the state code.
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Minimum Age for Possessing and Transporting of Handguns.

South Dakota  18 Y/O  § 23-7-46

This is the minimum age for possessing and transporting a handgun in a vehicle without any type of permit/license to carry firearms.

This is not the last word on possession and transporting of handguns in this, or any other state. Study your state law further for more information. See “RV/Car Carry” Section Above for more information.

Note: In some states Possession and Transportation CAN be very restrictive in that you can ONLY possess and transport a handgun to and from a Shooting Range, Gun Shop, property you own or other places you can legally possess a handgun. Some states do not have this restriction.

Permit/License Image

Below is the new permit that South Dakota Issues. The header plus color on the permit will show which of the three different permits it is that South Dakota Issues. They are plastic and the same size as SD Drivers Licenses.

Updates to this Page

Archive of Previous Updates  3

4/1/19 – All Links Checked.
7/1/19 – Page Changes made by Passage of SB47 Making SD a Permitless Carry State. Permitless Carry Section Added. RV/Car Carry Section Updated. Per HB 1056 § 7-18A-36, 8-5-13 and 9-19-20 in Preemption Section Updated. SB 115 Made Capitol Building Carry by Enhanced Permit Legal. Places Off Limits Section Updated.
7/5/19 – Wording in How to Apply Section Updates as Sec of State Updated their wording on website.
11/1/19 – Oklahoma added to Note under map at top of page as Permitless Carry state.
12/20/19 - All Quoted SD Statutes in Document Checked Against Current SD Statutes for Accuracy.
1/15/20 – All Links Checked.
4/1/20 – Enhanced Renewal Requirements Statute Added to How to Apply Section Per HB1182. All Links Checked and Repaired if Needed
4/2/20 - 34-48A-5.1 Added to Emergency Powers in Notes Sectgion.
5/1/20 - Safe Storage/Access by Minors Statute/s Added to Airport Carry/Misc Info Section if Applicable.
7/1/20 – Wording for 22-14-24 in Places Off Limits Updated Per SB98. Idaho moved in Listing Under Map as they allow Permitless Carry for Non-Residents also.
9/1/20 – All Links Checked.